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Abstract 

Faults in general, and in clay materials in particular, have complex structures that can be linked to both a 
polyphased tectonic history and to the anisotropic nature of the intact rock. Drilling through faults in shaly 
materials allows measuring properties such as the structure, mineralogical composition, stress orientation and 
physical properties. We combine different petrophysical measurements on core samples retrieved from a borehole 
drilled perpendicularly to a fault zone affecting Toarcian shales from the Tournemire underground research 
laboratory (France). The borehole is cross-cutting the entire fault thickness which is of the order of ten meters. 
We perform several types of measurements: density, porosity, saturation directly in the field, and P-wave velocities 
together with P-waves anisotropy on core samples taken at regular intervals. Special protocols were developed to 
preserve as much as possible the saturation state of the samples.  From our measurements, we were able to track 
the increase of damage, characterized by a smooth decrease in elastic moduli from the intact zone to the fault 
core. We then calculated Thomsen's parameters to quantify the elastic anisotropy evolution across the fault. Our 
results show strong variations of the elastic anisotropy with the distance to the fault core as well as the occurrence 
of anisotropy reversal. 
 
Keywords: Seismic anisotropy, Fault zone rheology, Geomechanics 

 

1 Introduction 

 

Faults in general, are characterized by two distinct zones as follows (Caine et al. 1996; Ben-Zion and 

Sammis 2003; Faulkner et al. 2010): a more or less narrow (e.g. < 10 cm San Gabriel Fault in San Andreas system, 

Chester et al. 1993)  Fault Core (FC) with localized deformation and relatively low permeability, and a Fault 

Damage Zone (FDZ) bounding the fault core which accommodates strain and displacement variations (Peacock et 

al. 2017). The fault zone thickness can reach several tens of meters in length, depending on the tectonic history 

and displacement along the fault plane, the nature of the host rock imbedding the fault will in turn infer on its 

mechanical properties and anisotropy  (Faulkner et al. 2008; 2011; Rempe et al. 2013). One of the main 



difficulties in describing these structures is to find a clear definition for each zone. When referring to the FDZ, 

one key parameter to describe it is the fracture density. This parameter can be evaluated via different methods such 

as outcrop analysis, drilling data analysis and seismic data interpretation (Mitchell and Faulkner 2012; Choi et al. 

2016; Gomila et al. 2016; Torabi et al. 2020). This approach allows for a better understanding of the fault as the 

fracture density calculation will enable to make assumption both on the evolution of the stiffness and the fluid 

circulation across the fault. However, when looking closely at the  microstructures of samples coming from major 

drillings (San Andreas Fault Observatory at Depth - SAFOD (Solum et al. 2006; Janssen et al. 2012), Japan Trench 

Fast Drilling Project - JFAST (Yamaguchi et al. 2011) or Taiwan Chelungpu-Fault Drilling Project - TCDP 

(Hirono et al. 2014)), we can observe that in addition to the fractures, there is a complex organization of the 

minerals – such as mineral re-orientation – that is not necessarily the expression of these fragile deformation 

mechanisms. These studies report the presence of clay minerals in fault cores, that can strongly affect the behavior 

of faults by reducing friction (Saffer and Marone 2003; Ikari et al. 2007; Collettini et al. 2009), permeability 

(Mitchell and Faulkner 2012; Dick et al. 2016) and elastic properties. Nevertheless, due to the high cost of such 

projects and technical difficulties, it is very hard to get very detailed description of the whole faults.  

On the other hand, Underground Research Laboratories (URL) give the opportunity to have an easier 

access to smaller features that can give insights on faults structures. Due to conditions of drilling in URL (shallow 

depth, shorter boreholes, easy access to fault zones), the sample recovery can be up to 100% of the borehole. In 

addition, such studies represent unique chances to perform multi-disciplinary studies on fault zones, and providing 

laboratory petrophysical measurements on core samples allows for comparison with geophysical studies performed 

in the zone. In our case, we can study in detail a fault zone, located in a shale layer, thanks to a fully cored borehole. 

Measurements of rock physical properties at the laboratory scale help quantifying fault material fabric structural 

variations that can be linked to fault macrostructures and to the overall faulting mechanisms. For instance, rock 

physical properties (especially elastic properties) can be a proxy for quantifying the damage that rocks may have 

experienced due to tectonic forces (Jones and Wang 1981; Vernik and Nur 1992; Cholach and Schmitt 2006; 

Moreno et al. 2018) or stress variations due to excavation (Blümling et al. 2007). Such damage characterization 

can be done through acoustic elastic wave velocity measurements (Josh et al. 2012). However, measuring the P-

wave velocities in shaly materials is difficult, first because clay rich rock properties are highly sensitive to 

temperature and relative humidity (Hedan et al. 2012). Second, clay rocks often display a high anisotropy due to 

a superposition of different causes (sedimentary nature, shape of clay minerals, shape of pore network), that needs 

to be considered in the measurement protocol. In this context, one approach is to integrate several complementary 



measurement types such as P-wave velocity, permeability or anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility  (David et al. 

2007; Josh et al. 2012; Schubnel and Guéguen 2003; Schubnel et al. 2006; Faoro et al. 2013; Bonnelye et al. 2017a; 

Geng et al. 2017; 2018).  

Given that fault zones geometry and physical properties is of paramount relevance in order to unravel 

their complex behavior, we propose here to link the tectonic description with physical parameters. In this paper, 

we present a combination of density, saturation and P-wave velocity anisotropy measurements performed on shale 

samples retrieved from a borehole drilled across a fault zone affecting a clay formation. This study is part of a 

larger project that included a fluid injection experiment meant to hydromechanically reactivate a small scale strike-

slip fault outcropping at the Tournemire URL in order to explore the relationships between fault movements, 

leakage and induced seismicity (Guglielmi et al. 2015; De Barros et al. 2016). All along the borehole, density and 

porosity were measured onsite in the URL (14°C, RH=90%), on core samples retrieved immediately after drilling. 

Additional samples were conditioned for P-wave velocity measurements at the rock physics laboratory of CY 

Cergy Paris University. These measurements include 90 velocity measurements per sample in order to capture the 

whole anisotropy of the clay material. We observe rock physics signatures specific to the host rock, the fault 

damage zone (FDZ) and the fault core zone (FCZ). Our measurements, combined with microstructural 

observations, allow us to discuss the active mechanisms involved in fault rupture localization. 

 

2 Area of interest and studied material 

 

2.1 Area of interest 

 

The underground research laboratory (URL) at Tournemire, France is managed by the French national 

public expert in nuclear and radiological risks (IRSN). The URL was excavated from a 135 year-old railway tunnel 

and is devoted to research programs concerning the disposal of radioactive waste in a clay-rich rock formation. 

For this purpose, six galleries were excavated between 1996 and 2008 in a 200 m thick sub-horizontal layer of 

Toarcian shale. The URL is located on the Western border of the Mesozoic sedimentary Causses Basin (SW 

France) that has undergone two main tectonic regimes:  

(i) A North-South extension during the Upper Jurassic associated to the period of maximum burial 

for the Toarcian layer (at least 2.2 km corresponding to about 60 MPa burial stress (Séranne 

2014) under a deviatoric tectonic stress of about 80 MPa (Constantin et al. 2004). 



(ii) A NE/SW to NW/SE compression during the mid-Cretaceous Pyrenean orogeny. The burial 

stress decreased as well as the maximum deviatoric stress estimated to 40-50 MPa (Constantin 

et al. 2007).  

The fault studied in this work is the so-called ”secondary fault” in Figure 1a. It is a reverse left-lateral strike-slip 

fault with a N170°-to-N010° dip direction and 60°-to-80°W dip (for structural details see Lefèvre et al., 2016). 

Schematically, the actual fault structure results from the combination of the two major tectonic periods described 

above. 

 

2.2 Studied material 

 

The Tournemire host rock has been extensively studied. It is a shale with a natural water content varying 

from 3.5% to 8% (Masri et al. 2014), an average bulk density of 2.57 (+/- 0.06) g/cm3, and a porosity ranging from 

6.5% to 7.1%. The average composition of this shale is 15 - 25% illite, 15 - 25% smectite and kaolinite, 10 - 30% 

calcite and dolomite, 10 - 20% quartz. Detailed information on the Tournemire URL and on the petrophysical 

properties of the shale are provided in Cabrera et al. (2001), Valès et al. (2004) and Geng et al. (2017). The 

anisotropy of mechanical properties has also been thoroughly investigated (Niandou et al. 1997; Bonnelye et al. 

2017a), as well as the acoustic response during deformation (Bonnelye et al. 2017b). Our samples come from 

borehole HS1 (Figure 2),  which has been air-drilled to a total length of 21 m to limit the perturbations to the 

saturation state and the fluid chemistry inside the material. The 50 mm diameter cores were recovered in meter-

long core liners to preserve as much as possible the damaged and fault core zones structures (we had a recovery 

rate of almost 100%). Core samples of 15 cm length were collected every meter along the borehole and were 

vacuum packed in aluminum bags in order to preserve their initial water content for later elastic wave velocity 

measurements in the laboratory. Core density and porosity were measured directly in the URL within hours after 

retrieval from the drilling borehole. 



 

Figure 1: Map of the Tournemire underground research laboratory and localization of the secondary fault zone studied, with 
the Fault Damage Zone (FDZ) in orange and the Fault Core Zone (FCZ) in red. The structure of the fault was determined by 
structural mapping along the galleries (the main tunnel is in dark blue and the galleries are in light blue) and from more than 
30 boreholes that have cross cut the fault zones.  

 

3 Methods 

3.1 On-site measurements 

During the drilling operations, a precise visual description of the recovered cores has been done, allowing 

for structural description but also orientation of all samples. Measurements of density and porosity were performed 

in the tunnel where samples were broken into pieces to use only the central part of the core, thus avoiding drilling-

induced desiccation/desaturation. Measurements were made on a set of three small samples every 50 cm to ensure 

measurement repeatability. We adopted the triple weight method described in Matray et al. (2007) to determine 

the bulk density, water content and porosity using a dearomatized petroleum solvent. These on-site measurements 

were used to determine porosity and saturation. Helium pycnometry measurements were performed later at IRSN 

on the same samples. The porosity φ estimated with this method corresponds to the connected or open porosity 

where Helium flow can penetrate the sample. Porosity is calculated with equation 1: 

𝜙𝜙 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

= 1 − 𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡
𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡

   (1) 

 where Mt is the mass of the sample dried at temperature t (105°C), and ρs the grain density measured by helium 

pycnometry. The total volume Vtot is estimated in the field from the oil volume displaced when immersing the 

sample into the oil tank.  

 

3.2 Elastic wave velocity measurements 



 

A new experimental setup adapted from the one described in David et al. (2017) was developed at CY 

Cergy Paris University. This device measures the P-waves travel times across several diameters in cylindrical 

samples (diameter 53 mm) and under controlled relative humidity in a closed chamber. The sample is rotated with 

1.8° angular increments (Figure 2b and c) to characterize the angular variations of the P-wave velocity. In order to 

achieve representative measurements, dedicated samples were selected in which no apparent heterogeneities (such 

as fractures or fossils) could be visually identified at the sample surface. 

 

 

Figure 2: a) Scheme of the experimental setup used for the measurement b) Humidity-controlled air-tight chamber used for the 
fully automated elastic wave velocity measurements. c) Close-up on the sample located between two ultrasonic transducers. 

 

The device is water vapor controlled, and the relative humidity in the chamber is maintained between 90 and 100% 

thanks to saturated salt solutions of potassium sulfate. A measurement cycle begins first by tightly applying both 

ultrasonic P-wave transducers across the diameter of the sample by means of two linear actuators. The contact 



force applied to the transducers is controlled by a piezo-resistive force sensor for repeated measurements. Force is 

held constant during all the measurement cycle. Because of the relative weakness of the studied material, the 

applied force is kept low to avoid breaking the sample during the measurements as the tensile strength is low. The 

ultrasonic sensors have a 0.5 MHz central frequency. The coupling between the sensors and the sample is achieved 

through rubber buffers and a coupling gel. A Panametrics 5058PR pulse generator sends a 400 V amplitude pulse 

to the transmitter and the waveform caught by the receiver is recorded with a sampling frequency of 10 MHz. The 

recording of the signal is triggered by the first pulse sent to the emitter and lasts 1.10-3 s. After one measurement 

cycle, the ultrasonic sensors are removed from the sample which is rotated by an angle of 1.8°. A new measurement 

cycle is then conducted with this new sample orientation. An Arduino microcontroller and a computer for data 

acquisition and processing control each operation. Each cycle generates several waveforms recorded by the 

receiving sensor and stored on the computer to be used later for estimating the time of flight of the P-wave. These 

waveforms are stacked to increase the signal to noise ratio. The P-wave travel time is automatically detected from 

the stacked signal using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) method (Akaike 1974; Zhang 2003; Sarout et al. 

2009; David et al. 2017).  

 

4 Results 

 

4.1 On-site observations and measurements 

In the intact zone of the Western fault compartment, from 1.5 to 12.5 m depth, the core samples seem to 

be homogeneous with sometimes some fossils (Figure 3b). It is possible to clearly identify the bedding planes. A 

few small fractures could be observed that are mostly located in the shallow borehole segment corresponding to 

the Excavation Damage Zone (EDZ which extends about 2 m away from the tunnel wall). The porosity values 

show a slight increase from 10 to 12% with an inflection point located 2 m before the identified FDZ. Similarly, 

dry density variations show symmetrical opposite variations from 2.4 to 2.35. In the Eastern fault compartment, 

the intact rock is observed from 19 to 21 m depths. The porosity is slightly lower and the density slightly higher 

than in the intact Western compartment. This difference may be related to the offset of the fault which is ~5 m; the 

observed borehole is sampling different stratigraphic layers from the Eastern and Western compartments, with 

slightly different porosity and density 

The FDZ is identified during core inspection by the presence of both calcified and non-calcified fractures 

(Figure 3 c). Between these structures, the rock looks intact, with sub-horizontal bedding plane. Note that fractures 



have various orientations. This area stretches from 12.5m to 15 m in the Western compartment and from 17.5 to 

19 m in the Eastern compartment. In the FDZ, porosity increases from ~12% to ~15% close to the fault core. The 

dry density varies in the range of 2.35 to 2.30 g/cm3. 

The FC contains both calcified fractures and non-calcified fractures. Compared to FDZ, fractures display 

slickensides and a thin layer of black gouge with no clear foliation (Figure 3d). In most parts of the fault core, the 

original orientation of the bedding is not visible, but it is possible to observe schistosity parallel to the fault. In 

some sections where the cores appear homogeneous, the bedding planes are observed, crosscut by veins or 

fractures. Both the largest (~15%) and lowest (~3%) porosities were measured in the fault core, corresponding 

respectively to the lowest (~2.2 g/cm3) and largest (~2.6 g/cm3) dry density.  

The fault has an asymmetric structure with an FDZ thicker in the Western compartment (~5 m) than in the Eastern 

compartment ( ~1 m). Porosity and density variations correlate spatially with fault structure. Moreover, our 

systematic multiple measurements, as shown by our low standard deviations values (Table 1), allow us to be 

confident enough to conclude that the data scatter in the fault core is due to the strong heterogeneity of this zone. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: a) Dry density (red dots) and porosity (blue diamonds) with respect to the distance to the borehole mouth in the main 
tunnel (see Figure 1b for borehole location). The background colors correspond to the different zones identified from on-site 
qualitative observations on the core samples retrieved from the borehole. b,c,d) Pictures of recovered material from the intact 
zone, damaged zone, fault core (with core liner for better recovery), respectively.  



 

Table 1: Average dry density and porosity with standard deviations in the different zones (IZ=Intact Zone, DZ=Damaged Zone, 

FC=Fault Core, E=Eastern compartment, W=Western compartment) 

 

4.2 Elastic wave velocities 

 

As the borehole was drilled in a sub-horizontal direction (15° dip) parallel to the bedding’s strike, and 

because the bedding in the Tournemire argillite is also sub-horizontal (12° dip), P-wave anisotropy is easily 

observed from the radial measurements following our methodology. The P-wave velocity measurements are 

presented in Figure 4a as a function of both the angle θ relatively to the bedding plane, with the convention that 

θ=0° corresponds to the normal to the bedding plane in agreement with Thomsen’s convention (Thomsen, 1986), 

and as a function of the distance to the borehole mouth.  

The recorded signals display a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to high attenuation along the ray path. For this 

reason, the automatic detection of P-wave velocities near 0° remains difficult in all the samples. Thus, we decided 

to discard the values between 0° and 15° that are not shown in Figure 4a. Nevertheless, some outliers remain in 

Figure 4a related to automatic detection errors given the low SNR.  

IZ-W DZ-W FC DZ-E IZ-E

Dry density (g/cm3) 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7

standard deviation 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

Porosity (%) 11.0 12.0 13.9 11.9 10.2

standard deviation 2.3 1.4 1 0.9 0.8



 

 

Figure 4: a) P-wave velocities (m/s) as a function (i) of the angle θ  measured with respect to the normal to the bedding plane 
and (ii) of the distance to the borehole mouth (m). The surfaces denote the trend, the colors figure the zones, respectively green 
for the intact rock, yellow for the FDZ and red for the fault core. b) Examples of velocities measured around samples taken 
from the intact zone (green) and FDZ (yellow). c) Manual measurements of velocities parallel (red) and perpendicular (blue) 
to the bedding conducted in the FDZ and FC (i.e. between 11 and 18 m from the borehole mouth). d) Thomsen’s parameters 𝜀𝜀 
and α estimated with respect to the distance to the borehole mouth. 

 

 

In the intact zone, the P-wave velocity anisotropy of the three samples in the first five meters is almost the same: 

the minimum velocity is measured perpendicular to the bedding and is around 2400 m/s, and the maximum velocity 

of about 3400 m/s is measured parallel to the bedding. Thereafter, a downward shift of the sinusoid reflecting a 

slight decrease in velocity of about 100 m/s is observed when approaching the damaged zone (Figure 4a, green 

surface). Finally, the velocities in the intact Eastern compartment are higher than in the Western compartment, 

respectively of 2800-3600 and 2400-3600 m/s.  

In the FDZ of the Western block, the velocities decrease slightly to 2200 and 3200 m/s and the anisotropy is 

smaller. A comparison of the velocity measurements on a sample coming from the intact zone and the FDZ clearly 

shows the differences in values in Figure 4b. In the fault core, the material is fragmented and highly attenuating, 

so that the P-wave arrival times were undetectable automatically. Velocities were measured manually and in two 

directions only, parallel and perpendicular to the oriented recovered material. The manual velocity measurements 

(Figure 4c) exhibit a slight difference of values compared to automatic ones because the pressure applied to 

perform the measurements is higher during the manual measurements than during the automatic ones. These 



velocity measurements show values below 1500 m/s and a weak-to-no anisotropy, between 16 and 17 m depths 

(i.e. in what was identified as the FC).  This very low velocity can be explained by the friability of the sample and 

its high porosity.  

Finally, Thomsen’s parameters (Thomsen 1986) ε and α  are estimated with available data along the borehole 

(Figure 4d). Parameter ε quantifies the P wave anisotropy (𝜀𝜀 = [𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃(90°) − 𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃(0°)]/𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃(0°))and parameter α is the 

P- wave velocity propagating perpendicular to the bedding (𝛼𝛼 = 𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃(0°)). This allows to quantify the drop in 

anisotropy that was observed in the dataset as ε decreases from 0.4 to 0.2 in the FDZ and drops close to 0 (i.e., no 

or close to no anisotropy) in the FC.  

 

5 Discussion 

 

Seismic anisotropy studies are a common tool in the frame of large scale investigation of regional faults 

studies (Crampin and Peacock 2005). The variations are used to highlight preferred orientations of minerals, or 

cracks parallel to the fault as indicators of stress concentration in the vicinity of the fault (Huang et al. 2019; Arai 

et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020). In the present case, a variation of anisotropy is clearly identified from the host rock 

toward the fault core. The intact rock is already anisotropic due to the sedimentary nature of the rock. This can be 

observed in our measurements, in Figure 4a, in the part highlighted in green, corresponding to the intact zone 

where the velocity varies between 3500 and 2500 m/s. When moving toward the damaged zone and fault core, the 

P-wave velocities are decreasing in general, as well as the anisotropy. The evolution of the anisotropy highlighted 

here can be the result of the superposition of different effects: bedding rotation and micro-fractures linked to the 

shear zone. These fractures can be free or filled with calcite. These factors will influence the evolution of the 

velocities and so of the anisotropy. It is observed that Thomsen’s parameter ε is changing from 0.4 to 0.2 in the 

damaged zone and close to 0 in what we identified as the fault core. Our data set is following the common trend 

observed at large scale with low spatial resolution from data logging performed on scientific drillings; indeed, a 

decrease of velocities (Jaeggi et al. 2017a) and increase in porosity were observed in the vicinity of the fault zone 

(Hung et al. 2009; Conin et al. 2011; Savage et al. 2021). Porosity evolution can also exhibit a complex evolution 

when observed at the scale of the borehole in URL, for example the main fault at Mont Terri (Orellana et al. 2022) 

and in that case, it is shown that within the fault core the porosity can either increase or decrease compared to the 

intact rock, depending whether it is the gouge or the scaly clay that is measured. An increase of porosity can 

actually explain the global trend of decreasing velocity in our case, but not the variation of anisotropy. 



Microstructural observations performed in similar conditions and focusing on fault structure are supporting our 

observations linked to a potential mineral re-orientation affecting the anisotropy (Laurich et al. 2014; Laurich, 

Urai, and Nussbaum 2017; Jaeggi et al. 2017). At large scale it is usually the bedding orientation taken from log 

that are indicating the fault (Cook et al. 2020). The fault studied here is composed of a relatively wide FC (~1m) 

compared to some observations made on active faults where the slip zone in major faults can be thinner, only a 

few cm. This zone is surrounded by a FDZ where our measurements show velocities perturbations despite the fact 

that the selected samples were selected without apparent macroscopic failure. In the far field, the intact rock 

displays relatively homogenous anisotropic velocity properties. The transition between these zones is very smooth 

and our observations and measurements suggest the existence of a continuum of deformation rather than sharp 

boundaries (Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5: Schematic view of a fault in shales with microstructures taken in a borehole drilled through the same fault. The 
variation of bedding orientation during fault formation is a possible explanation for the rotation of anisotropy. 

 

Some samples were observed under SEM (Scanning Electron Microscope). They were all recovered in the FDZ 

and in the FC. In the FDZ (Figure 6a and d), a relatively undeformed material with only a small shearing plane 

with slickensides is observed. In the FC, two facies were observed: some exhibiting scaly facies and kinked 

minerals (Figure 6b) and some exhibiting dark gouge with strong slickensides marks, similar to what is observed 

also in other faults in similar rock types like in the Mont Terri URL (Laurich et al. 2014)). 

These microstructures highlight the numerous different micro-facies that can be found inside and near the FCZ. 

Both the fractures and disorientation of clay aggregates can explain the decrease in velocity and anisotropy in the 

FDZ and in the FC. These results are in good agreement with our previous studies. A decrease and a reversal of 

anisotropy were measured in the laboratory during triaxial tests on the Tournemire shale when approaching the 



shear failure stress as well as after shear localization (Geng et al. 2017). These observations were explained by 

crack propagation and mineral re-orientation, the later acting as a mechanism allowing for final fracture 

localization. The 40 MPa of confining pressure required in the laboratory to make such observations is equivalent 

to the one estimated during the extension phase undergone by the Tournemire shales during the Upper Jurassic. 

As the diffuse deformation, e.g., rotated lenses, seems to be overprinted by the small fracture, it is probably an 

early mechanism enabling the localization of deformation. This pre-deformed state can be seen as a mechanical 

weakness in which the deformation localization would be easier during the second tectonic phase related to the 

Pyrenean compression, during which more non-continuous localized deformation can occur such as slipping and 

formation of black gouge. 

 

 

Figure 6: SEM images of samples taken along the borehole. The locations are denoted in Figure 5. a) Sample taken in the 
damaged zone (16.62-16.63 m) showing few deformation patterns and some shearing zone with slip marks. b) Fault core 
sample (17.84-17.86 m) of anastomosed spaced formation (scaly fabric, underlined by red arrows) with kinked minerals and 
shearing planes. c) Gouge zone (17.86-17.87) in the brecchia zone and slip marks (direction of slip showed with yellow arrows). 
d) Damaged zone (17.87-17.90 m) exhibiting very few deformation patterns on the Western block. 

 

From a methodological viewpoint, the fully automated (from the precise positioning of the ultrasonic sensors to 

the waveform recording and travel-time picking) radial P-wave measurements with a fine angular step performed 

in this study allows detecting and analyzing anisotropy variations with a high accuracy. Here the P-wave velocity 



variations are much stronger than what can be observed via conventional imaging methods on larger scales 

(Esefelder et al. 2021) because the measured anisotropy depends strongly on the wavelength and the resolution of 

the method, and so of the scale of the origin of the anisotropy. In the same URL at Tournemire, some in situ seismic 

measurements were performed recently, both in a passive and active mode. These studies were conducted with 

seismic sensors with a much lower frequency than ours, under the actual in situ conditions σ1 and σ3 between 3 

and 5 MPa): the average P-wave velocity found was higher than our values, around 3500 m/s (Rivet et al. 2016; 

Nhu 2014; Bretaudeau et al. 2014). The anisotropy estimated in these studies at the field scale was lower than ours, 

around 10%. Again, this can be due to the different measuring conditions (frequency, in situ vs. ambient conditions, 

or the fact that anisotropy tends to decrease with increasing confining pressure) but it mostly reflects the crucial 

question of scaling between laboratory measurements and geophysical observations. Indeed, due to the different 

frequencies used for geophysical survey and for petrophysical measurements in the laboratory, they are not 

sensitive to the same size of defect (Bailly et al. 2019). Thus, it raises the question of what should be accounted 

for when looking at the influence of the FDZ on the mechanical properties of the entire fault zone and if the fracture 

density is sufficient or could be completed by other quantifying methods. Furthermore, the variations observed 

here have a similar value than what can be observed on large scale faults.  Such variations in term of velocity and 

porosity can have a strong impact on important parameters controlling the mechanical behavior of fault zones: 

their elastic properties and so the distribution of stresses on the fault plane, the permeability and so fluid path and 

fluid overpressures. In our case, we link the mechanisms of fault formation with the fault structure. The rotation 

of anisotropy (Figure 5) as well as the formation of scarce slip zone can potentially generate heterogeneities along 

the fault core in terms of elastic properties as well as in terms of permeability.  

 

6 Conclusion  

Small changes in P-wave velocities and anisotropy were found in visually intact core samples in the 

Tournemire fracture damage zone and core zone. A smooth transition from the intact zone to the fault damage 

zone, then to fault core zone is observed in these visually intact blocks. A drop in P-wave velocity in the core zone 

of the order of 40% is measured with respect to the intact zone.  

More importantly, these petrophysical measurements of cores from a natural fault zone that has been 

extensively studied are providing an interesting example of the important difference between laboratory scale 

measurement and field scale measurements. The dataset is showing strong disturbance of the anisotropy toward 

the fault core. This rotation is in good agreement with observations of faults acting like barriers for fluid at the 



interface between the FC and the DZ. The analysis of the evolution of P-wave anisotropy allowed us to propose a 

model of deformation mechanisms occurring during fault formation. Understanding the architecture of faults, and 

more importantly, being able to find physical signature of geometry changes is of paramount relevance for a better 

assessment of fault mechanical behavior. Nevertheless, the question of accounting for different scales of 

discontinuities and variation of anisotropy is still essential and it would be crucial to understand it from a 

geomechanical point of view in order to understand how to account for local heterogeneities in large scale models. 
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